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Kohn Wants Judge to Resign
• Gives Comment on Ar- From these finalists, one would joint governmental-citizen acbe chosen by the governor or tion to rid the city of crime.
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"I would hope that, if be serve a full term; if not, the keep them "entertained."
did not resign, our state attor- judge would be required to leave
On organized crime, Kohn
ney general, state Supreme his post. The nominating pro- said the omnibus crime bill
Court and organized bar would cess by the commission would passed recently by Congress has
put into effect the machinery start over again to pick a suc- spotlighted crime as the nawhich would rid ourselves of cessor.
tion's number one problem. He
Kohn said this plan has al- warned, however, that prosecuthose who are destroying our
faith in the judiciary," Kohn ready been adopted in several tion of criminals must be acstates and is turning out to be companied by crime prevention
stated.
Kohn expressed this view in successful.
if the anti-crime program is to
On another matter, Kohn succeed.
a question-and-answer period
*following a luncheon address to said he and the MCC will be
the New Orleans Federal Exec- happy to meet with Democratic
. utive Association in the House mayoral nominee Moon Landrieu to settle any differences
,tr of Lee Restaurant.
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He said the MCC has sched- between them.
`STILL PREMATURE'
▪ uled an executive committee
Kohn said it is still prema• meeting Friday, at which time,
"s a decision on whether to corn- ture for such a meeting since
.. meat on the Haggerty affair Landrieu has to face a Republican candidate in an April gener• will be made.
al election, and is not yet the
SUGGESTS PLAN .
Kohn said he was sorry, the mayor.
The dispute between Lan▪ judiciary should be "degraded"
• by the actions of one of its drieu and the MCC broke out
• members and suggested the during the last week of the
"Missouri plan" be used in campaign before' the Dec. 13
. Louisiana to ensure high-caliber runoff, in which Landrieu's asjudiciary selections in the fu- sociation with the TAC Amusement Co. was dubbed a conflice
• ture.
He said the Missouri plan of interest.
Kohn said he hopes to meet
• would involve creation of a
O commission which would screen with Landrieu and other offi• applicants for judgeships and cials to discuss "matters in the
of achieving
•▪ re commend three finalists.past" in the hope

